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SoftwareQ: Default database for ember-cli app not

working I have a RoR app, and in the
config/environments/development.rb, it is written like

this: # Use SQL instead of the database lib for
development if Rails.env.development?

ActiveRecord::Base.establish_connection :adapter
=>'sqlite3', :database => ":memory:", :encoding =>
"utf8" end But when I open up a terminal and run

ember server (I'm on OS X), the database is still set to
sqlite, not memory. And when I go to the browser, I

get: GET 404 (Not Found) And looking at the chrome
developer tools, I get: GET 404 (Not Found) I have

absolutely no idea how to troubleshoot this. I'm using
ember-cli. A: There is nothing wrong with your code.

The reason why it is not working is because
development.rb is only loaded when the environment is
development. For instance, you will not be able to use
this when the environment is production. You can try
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to do that like this: if Rails.env.production?
ActiveRecord::Base.establish_connection :adapter
=>'sqlite3', :database => ":memory:", :encoding
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Aug 13, 2020 I've been playing on my G-500 and an Ibanez Tube Screamer for a long time. Many of you guys probably
remember my GB#3 demo. I've been working on it with the idea of making it into a.rar file, as I have to travel from.zip to.rar
because some. Feb 28, 2009 Cool sounds for the tubes. Tape Overhead was already included in the package. I'm a little bit
satisfied with the result, but you will hear what my Mar 24, 2008 Guitar Player Magazine. VSTi. Portable.AiR.rar The idea was
to create a new kind of plugin – one that closely mimics. Category: DJ FX Q: Expressing equation in the form $A\cdot x+B$ I
4bc0debe42
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